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Chapter 11

Neighbors From Hell

As I said before, get to know your neighbors before they get to know you. It was our experience that our neighbors were helping "the ghost" in victimizing us both knowingly and through deception. Private investigators will tell people just about anything to gain their confidence and assistance, including producing false ID's as one type of law enforcement agency or another. They may be willingly helping criminals invade your privacy or be fooled into allowing receivers or cameras to be mounted on their homes around yours, thinking they're helping a legitimate agency. Trust me, the FBI is not going to ask your neighbors for permission to mount pan-tilt-zoom cameras on their house to watch you. However, criminals posing as FBI or police will! Never underestimate the stupidity of the public; many people will believe whatever story the criminals present, especially if there's a financial incentive. Mallory was followed from my home in Bulverde almost every visit by people parking up a side road by my house. They sat patiently in direct view of one of my neighbors, following her the second her car would exit my driveway. After a police investigation began and I noticed his involvement, the house went up for sale and he abruptly moved out. If you live in a newly developed neighborhood as I do, vacant homes and homes under construction may be used to observe you. It's easy for the criminals to hide from police there as long as they're gone before the construction crews arrive at first light.

After confiding in Mallory about hearing the audio harassment of satellite surveillance, another piece of the puzzle presented itself as to the definite identity of our tormentors. I
Chapter 12
Rohypnol And Satellite

As a physician, I've seen the devastating effects of Rohypnol, the “date rape drug” when used by rapists to block the memories of their victims. Although a woman may realize she's been raped, the drug, usually surreptitiously spiked in a drink, denies the ability to identify her attackers. In states that border Mexico it's been a huge problem due to its easy availability. Rohypnol and its equally sinister cousin GHB have both been banned from use in the US due to their use in date assisted rape. However, they're both available without prescription across the border in Mexico and through illicit foreign pharmaceutical Websites. For years they were undetectable in the urine of rape victims; however, of recent, tests have been made available that will detect them for up to 36 hours post-ingestion. The FBI and local law enforcement agencies have stiffened the penalties for drug assisted rape, re-classifying them as aggravated sexual assault, a felony.

Rohypnol combined with satellite control is an even more menacing problem. In most cases, the drug is placed in the drink of the victim in a bar room setting. Odorless and tasteless, it goes un-noticed until the victim awakens to find signs of assault, with little or no recall to initiate a legal investigation. If that's not horrible enough, compound the problem with someone already the victim of satellite mind control. No longer would the victim have to be abducted or raped in a parking lot; they're drugged and raped at home. The police are of little help in this scenario even if the victim suspects rape. Since you haven’t left the house and have no recall of the attackers, they pretty much disregard it. That is, if the victim is brave enough to call the police in the first place, knowing their recall is limited or often attributing
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Murder, Attempted Murder

Before I admitted to Mallory I was hearing harassing broadcasts by our criminal tormentors, she had asked me about having children. During a conversation I vividly remember in her kitchen, she expressed the desire to start a family. “My mother’s wondering when we’re going to give her some grandchildren.” I was flabbergasted! I had been waiting for her to ask me that for years! “Of course I want to have children with you; I wanted that years ago,” I replied. She went to her bathroom and brought her birth control pills to me which I promptly threw in the trash can. “It’s going to be a big responsibility” she said. “I know, I’m ready,” I replied. My first wife had two boys from her first husband. I loved being a father, and now the thought of having my own children with a woman I loved more than life didn’t sound like extra responsibility. It sounded great! We made love in every room of the condo that day, my mouth and hands caressing every inch of her body in unrestricted desire. I knew the effects of her birth control pills hadn’t worn off yet, but what the hell, a little practice couldn’t hurt! After the pill had worn off we made sure to have sex daily. She conceived in several months. I was ecstatic, but not for long.

Assuming I was doing the right thing, especially with a baby on the way, we had the conversation about the true extent of the satellite harassment I was hearing. I told her it was Harry Shelby and KF Higgins harassing us, the same Dr. Shelby that had supposedly been my friend and her surgeon. At one point, over the years, he had performed a tympanoplasty on her left ear to repair a hole in her eardrum that had impaired her hearing. Obviously, this was before I knew he was invading
Chapter 16

Delusional Or Not

The Methodist Hospital System, fulfilling their duty in cases like this, temporarily suspended my privileges pending drug testing and a psychiatric evaluation. Gordon Jackson, the non-physician CEO at Meteor Anesthesiology Group, would within the hour send letters to every other hospital system in the City of San Antonio suspending my privileges at these institutions as well. I sat at home that day greeting DHL Truck after DHL Truck bringing me certified letters notifying me of my suspended privileges. The letter from my own group, Meteor Anesthesia Group, seemed to be pre-written in expectation of my refusal to comply with the testing and evaluation already set up for me. Amazingly, Dr. Cohen was listed in a certified letter from Meteor as my peer advocate in the matter to whom all of my correspondence would go. I would ignore several calls from him that day on my cell phone, a number I had never given him in the first place. I retained a lawyer and began to comply with the demands from Methodist Hospital to be reinstated. My attorney would inform the attorney representing Methodist Hospital that my case was one of illegal surveillance and a set up over the crimes perpetrated against Mallory. Arrangements were made for my drug testing, psychiatric evaluation, and peer review meeting to regain my privileges.

The psychiatrist, Dr. Christopher Tilken, is apparently the “go to” guy for medical practitioners in San Antonio accused of impairment. The appointment my initial inquisitor had made on my behalf was at his office. So, naturally, knowing I had been set up, I tried to find a different “shrink” in an attempt to get a fair shake. Everyone I called referred me right back to
Chapter 26

Conclusion

While medical research has exhaustively studied the brain, the government has spent much more of its attention and money on the study of the mind. Most people see the two as inseparable entities; however, the capabilities of each are vastly different. The ability to think and reason are tools of the mind supported by the biochemical and bioelectric framework of the physiologic brain. In response to Soviet research in the mind sciences during the Cold War, the CIA and DIA began their own research programs into paranormal activity. In the 1970s and 1980s the CIA, though their affiliation with the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) funneled an excess of forty million dollars into researching remote reading and other psychic phenomenon of interest to our national security. Dr. Russell Targ of SRI pioneered the research into remote reading through Operation Stargate, Operation Scannate, and other code-named operations. For those not familiar with remote reading it is the ability to see, describe and possibly interact at a location without physically traveling to that location. It is a form of telepathy that Dr. Targ and his colleagues were able to successfully reproduce in a series of well controlled studies. A synopsis of his research can be found in his current book titled “Mind Reach: Scientists Look At Psychic Abilities and the Mind Race.” Not only was Dr. Targ able to reproduce psychic events in a controlled setting, he was also able to discern, through EEG studies, the area of the brain responsible for its occurrence. Further studies on the area of the brain responsible for the electrical activity that results in thought my have led to the advent of surface EEG processing, the “mind-reading” function of today’s satellite surveillance
system. Ironically, Dr. Targ retired from Lockheed Martin, a major manufacturer of satellites for the U.S. Government.

In the interest of our national security I have no serious issue with the government having the ability to hear thoughts, see inside a dwelling or attack suspects with directed energy weapons. As it was described to me by an FBI agent, it operates in a narrow window of legal use. “It is a weapon of war for use abroad, according to the agent.” My issue lies in the inability of the government to safeguard the public from those illegally accessing the system. In their attempt to maintain a cloak of secrecy over the existing technology, they have allowed a new breed of domestic terrorists to flourish in our country. Thieves, rapists and sadists can now commit the perfect crimes under the protection of satellite surveillance. Because the technology has advanced outside the boundaries of our judicial system, public awareness is currently our only defense. As with other technologic advancements, the government will eventually have to address the issue due to mounting public pressure. Throughout our history the government and our judicial system has always played a form of “catch up” to scientific advancement. The medical industry has seen this first hand in litigation regarding stem-cell research, in-vitro fertilization and chronic life support. As a physician, we are often caught in a gray area between what is ethically correct and judicially ambiguous.

One area where, as a society, we can accept no gray area is mind control technology. Privacy invasion and weapons attacks aside, the advances in mind control technology will have drastic consequences for our society as a whole. People controlled into self-destructive behavior or poor decision making, especially those in leadership positions, will have dire effects on our communities, businesses, and political and religious institutions. We’ll never know who is actually making decisions that affect our daily lives, the leaders we’ve entrusted or the criminals controlling them. As the public becomes aware that the sanctity of thought is no longer private religious institutions will suffer. With our heads hung in prayer we expect God to be on the receiving end, not the government or a private investigator turned
criminal. As I’ve stated before this seems like science fiction but all one has to do is get online with Google Earth. One can easily imagine the technology currently in use by the CIA after selling the rights to the Keyhole satellite system to Google Earth. Albert Einstein made a comment about the advent of nuclear energy that is equally applicable to the advances in satellite technology. He said, “I know not with what weapons WIII will be fought, but WIV will be fought with sticks and stones.”
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Survival And Evasion

For the last several decades the Soviet Union has taken the study of mind science much more seriously than the United States. Much of what the United States has come to discover about remote viewing and thought propagation has it foundation in research done in the USRR by Dr. Kholodov and Dr. I. M. Kogan. They were the first to hypothesize that telepathic phenomenon are a combination of quantum physics and Extremely Low Frequency (ELF) electromagnetic propagation. Dr. Kholodov’s research has focused on the susceptibility of living systems to the effects of electromagnetic fields and microwave, while Dr. Kogan has emphasized the possibility of ELF wave propagation for information transfer. An important finding in this research was that ELF wave transmission is the wavelength of 300 to 1,000 kilometers is not attenuated by magnetic shielding. Furthermore, the information carrying channel created in this wavelength seems to create a two-way street of information transfer. Thus, a person with remote reading capability can actually transmit information to a remote site as well as receive it. This hypothesis fits well within the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen paradox a quantum theory that, “no theory of reality compatible with quantum theory can require spatially separated events to be independent.” Based upon this hypothesis the Soviet Union focused much of their telepathic research on remote hypnosis and interacting remotely with another person’s mind to alter consciousness, mood, or thought processes.

So what does all this have to do with satellite surveillance? These early studies determined: 1) how thought is converted to a measurable electromagnetic response, 2) how and what region
of the brain to measure the electromagnetic response of thought, 3) how to artificially recreate telepathic thought propagation to circumvent the need for those with unique ability and 4) how to hear one's thoughts as well as place thoughts in one's head despite any type of magnetic shielding. Decades of mind science research culminated with the technology we now see included on satellite surveillance systems.

Whether you are being criminally victimized or governmentally victimized, there is not much escaping radiation-based satellite imaging. They will see you unless you have access to a lead lined building or a bunker buried at least 300 feet underground. Most people do not have access to either of these so there's little chance of escaping the imaging. Because of the inescapability and radiation exposure of the imagery, I find it far more dangerous than the weapons or the mind control. Almost everyone targeted by satellite imaging reports chronic fatigue, weakness, malaise, and premature aging as a result of chronic long-term radiation exposure. The weapons, although painful, were actually designed to be non-lethal. However, with criminals at the controls of the system, attacking people twenty-four hours a day for years at a time, even non-lethal weapons have proven to cause fatality. Learning to cope with the attacks and documenting any visible damage that occurs is probably one's best defense at the moment. Increasing demands on the government to address the issue of satellite torture will necessitate those with reliable physical evidence of attack to eventually come forward to be heard. However, in the meantime, there may be a way to inflict some pain on your attackers!

Remember, satellite surveillance technology is rooted in quantum physics. Quantum theory provides that spatially separated events cannot exist independently and that information transfers functions in both directions. Whether an information channel is opened by criminals using satellite technology or a person using telepathic ability, the flow of information will function in both directions. Thus, by directing your thought one can actually control the criminals that have opened an information channel on themselves as well as their victim. This
will take some practice for those without God-given ability but it is feasible. As I stated in the beginning chapters, EEG processing allows the criminals to see and hear what your mind is seeing and hearing. Visualization techniques and mind alteration techniques can allow one to make the criminals see and hear what you want them to see and hear.

For instance, if you know you’re being targeted as evidenced by attacks or auditory harassment, next time you’re looking out your window try and visualize Godzilla walking across your backyard. Concentrate and form the mental picture as clear as you can with your eyes open as if you are really seeing Godzilla. Guess what the criminals will be seeing? The CIA loves Godzilla! If you really are under government surveillance this visualization method might even get you a complimentary visit! The same technique can be used to mask conversation you are having with others as well. With some practice you can hold a conversation while simultaneously making yourself hear loud white noise, music or whatever audio masking sound you choose.

These techniques can be taken a step further for those subjected to auditory harassment. If you are hearing the voices of those attacking you being transmitted around your surroundings try and direct your thoughts to the area it sounds like it’s coming from. Then mimic the sound, pattern and tone of the voice you are hearing. Remember, this is all done in your mind not aloud. Once you have been able to re-create the voice you are hearing and project it to the perceived source it’s originating from, you may proceed in controlling your attacker’s words and conversations. After mastering this technique one may be able to control their attackers into seeing and hearing whatever you want them to see or hear. Once you have established a reverse direction of transmission to control your attacker’s minds, you may be able to make them feel the same pain that’s been inflicted on you. One of the dangers of the two way information transfer channel used in this technology is the ability of targeted individuals to control the moods and behavior of the attackers. In theory, one could actually turn the attackers against themselves creating chaos among those who think they are in control.
Lastly, if you are being physically stalked in conjunction with satellite surveillance there are ways to combat that as well. Do not rely on deadbolts and doorknob locks to safeguard your home from break-ins. Both are easily picked and in most scenarios the stalkers will have criminal locksmiths available to make keys to your home. Use sliding bar locks on all your outside doors so the criminal will have to leave evidence of a break-in when they are required to pry your door open. At least this will afford you the opportunity to get a reliable police report. Also, carry a camera or video recorder in your vehicle. If you feel you’re being stalked take a picture of the plate number of their vehicle or the person that’s stalking you if possible. If they attack you to get your camera that’s even better! It’s not illegal to take someone’s picture in a public place, and if they attack you that gives you another opportunity for a police report and an identity. These people, as a rule, rely on anonymity and photographing them will get some of them to stop harassing you. Many of them have criminal records already and aren’t interested in returning to prison. The satellite surveillance technology gives them a feeling of invincibility that does not apply to physical stalking. Check your state laws on stalking! If they are similar to the laws that California has passed, it may not take much to get your stalkers arrested. Lastly, do not fail to report occurrences to the police. Sure, they are going to think you’re crazy at first but as evidence mounts you might actually see some results. In the worst case scenario, if you get murdered at least the police will have a starting point to launch an investigation based on your reports. I have a friend on the San Antonio Police Department that was involved with a case in which a man had repeatedly reported that his girlfriend was being drugged with Rohypnol and raped. He was disregarded as delusional until his girlfriend was found raped and murdered through a Rohypnol overdose. This case is probably the main reason my very similar set of circumstances was taken seriously by the SAPD.
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"Testimonial For The United Nations"
By Jesus Maldonado"

September 22, 2008.
Re: Complaint of Violation of Civil Rights, and Request for Help
From: Mr. Jesus Mendoza Maldonado
To whom it may concern:

My three children and I are the subject of torture by satellite tracking and Organized Stalking as retaliation for denouncing fraud of federal funds, racial discrimination, and judicial corruption. This Complaint points out to specific and concrete evidence on the federal record showing the legitimacy of my claims. Please See Exhibit “1” (attached) which describes some of the physical harm caused on myself and on my children by overexposure to the radiation used by satellite tracking. Exhibit “2” and “3” describe some of the physical harm caused on myself by overexposure to radiation. Exhibit “2” is a Decision of the Social Security Administration finding my electromagnetic sensitivity a severe impairment. Exhibit “3” is a Physician Statement of Disability by the Texas Department of Aging and Disability Services which describes some of the harm caused by the overexposure to radiation.

I was maliciously overexposed to radiation for the first time in 1997, as retaliation for denouncing a fraudulent scheme against the second largest law school in the country, the Thomas M. Cooley Law School located in Lansing, Michigan. At that time I was going on my second year of law school. I found myself on the emergency room with a swollen heart and breathing difficulties a few days after I submitted to the Dean...
of the law school evidence that the law school engaged in racial discrimination, fraud of federal funds, and the giving away of law degrees to those affiliated to government agencies. At that time, I had been elected President of the Hispanic Law Society and I had been on the Dean's list.

The Electronic Aggression and the Organized Stalking forced me to leave my studies one month away from finishing the semester in the State of Michigan, and I returned to my hometown, Mission, Texas. I left the law school in good moral and academic standing. In my efforts to stop the electronic aggression, I sought help from the federal courts. Although the litigation did not stop the electronic aggression, the following line of cases established on the record the legitimacy of my claims.

A Motion for Summary Judgment established a matter of law the injuries caused on myself by the electronic aggression, my mental stability, and the fact that the law school incited against me a retaliatory federal electronic surveillance and organized stalking for denouncing the fraudulent scheme, including a fraud of student money committed by the president of the law school and former Chief Justice of the Michigan Supreme Court, Thomas E. Brennan, and by the then Judge of the Michigan Court of Appeals, Roman S. Briggs. Jesus Mendoza Maldonado v. The Thomas M. Cooley Law School, et al, W. Dist. MI., Case No. 5 01cv93.

In 2003, I filed a lawsuit against the US Attorney General John Ashcroft to stop the electronic aggression after I saw two of my children with convulsions and seizures while detection equipment was showing high intensities of radiation inside our home. US District Judge Ricardo H. Hinojosa assigned US Magistrate Dorina Ramos to hear the case. Judge Ramos recused herself in light of evidence that Judge Ramos ignored conclusive evidence of fraud of student money committed by Judge Brennan and Judge Gribbs, and ignored evidence of harm caused by the electronic aggression before sending the case against Thomas M. Cooley Law School from McAllen, Texas to Grand Rapids, Michigan. US District Judge Ricardo Hinojosa reassigned the case to Judge Ramos.
On a hearing before US Magistrate Dorina Ramos, my wife testified to the pain and suffering caused on myself and on my children when detection equipment shows high intensities of directed radiation inside our home, and how the readings on the meters go down as soon as I try to video tape the aggression. On a Report and Recommendation to dismiss the case, Judge Ramos altered the testimony of my wife to imply that I am delusional. The Report states that my wife testified that my problems subside as soon as I operate a video camera. Judge Hinojosa declined to consider the judicial misconduct of Judge Ramos and dismissed the case.

During the litigation of this case, the US Attorney General did not oppose evidence of alteration of testimony by Judge Ramos; acknowledged my mental stability; and claimed that the use of ionizing radiation (x-and gamma rays) for surveillance of residences is legal. During the litigation of this case, the US Attorney General did not oppose an Affidavit of a former government agent who was sent to the emergency room with internal bleeding every time he offered to testify in court to my mental stability and to the legitimacy of my claims of electronic aggression. During the litigation of this case, the US Attorney General did not oppose evidence showing that three federal agents (Mark Miller, Michael Rodriguez, and Jeffrey Schrimer, who identified themselves to the principal of the school as FBI agents) engaged in harassment at my work place, a day I attempted to file a criminal complaint against officers of the Thomas M. Cooley Law School. During the litigation of this case, the US Attorney General did not oppose video tape evidence of the pain and suffering caused on myself and on my children while detection equipment indicated an electronic aggression and evidence that federal agencies are using harmful satellite radiation technologies which are otherwise reserved for national security and the military to direct radiation into residences.

Although the Court of Appeals recognized my electrical sensitivity, the harm caused by the electronic aggression, the Court did not address the Magistrate’s alteration of testimony to dismiss the case, finding that I had failed to establish a connection
subject of a Congressional inquiry to determine if he deceived a congressional committee during confirmation hearings. On June 21, 2007, the US Supreme Court declined to get involved in the case. Jesus Mendoza Maldonado v. Keith Alexander, in his official capacity as Director of the National Security Agency, Michael Hayden, in his official capacity as Director of the Central Intelligence Agency, and George W. Bush in his official capacity as President of the United States of America, US Supreme Court, Case No. 06-9569.

Organized stalking is a copy of the method used by dictatorships to retaliate against those who denounce injustice. Organized stalking includes pervasive street following and high speed road harassment and disruption of daily routines aimed to overload the senses of the target and to cause harm in a way that appears natural, accidental, self inflicted, or the result of a mental problem. Hate groups and groups disguised as neighborhood watch members organize the stalking groups. They fuel support and participation from others by circulating false rumors that the target is mentally insane, child molester, drug dealer, a prostitute, homosexual, spy, terrorist, etc. People from all walks of life from the homeless to professional people, compose these groups. See http://www.multistalkervictims.org/terststalk.htm.

There is no evidence that funding for these activities may come from hate groups, and from federally-funded, faith funds for congregations. Members of these groups are found in the courts, in universities, hospitals, the clergy, and even in law enforcement agencies. The harassment road has resulted in deadly consequences. Dead children have been picked up from the pavement in this area. Evidence that the shootings on campuses and congregations across the country are a reaction to Organized Stalking that includes swift intervention from federal agencies to remove the evidence showing that the culprits were reacting to pervasive harassment.

There have been several attempts to run over my children and me. Some of the identified organizers of Organized Stalking include Michael James Lindquist, a self-proclaimed apostle...
of a non-Christian federally-funded congregation; Diane K. Smedley, a high school teacher; Ruth Watkins, the wife of a high school teacher; and Christopher T. Lohden, a pilot of a local bank. Without a hearing and despite of defendants’ admissions and incriminating evidence, US District Judge Lynn N. Hughes, dismissed the case.

The Defendants did not oppose the appeal. A panel composed of Chief Judge Jones, and King and Dennis found the appeal frivolous and issued a warning of sanctions. Chief Judge Jones was disqualified to hear this case since she had ignored conclusive evidence of fraud on the court by Judge Ramos and Judge Hinojosa to benefit those engaged in fraud of federal funds and retaliation. US Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, Complaints of Judicial Misconduct Nos. 04-05-372-0089 and 90. Maldonado v. Lindquist, et al, US District Court Southern District of Texas, Houston Division, Case No. H-05-97. (US Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit Case No. 05-20257).

This case exposes the fact that there are no safeguards in place to impede that the same mentality that tortured and murdered women and children in concentration camps, use silent and invisible technologies to harm people in homes, vehicles, schools, courts, hospitals, and even congregations.

Victims from around the country can testify to the pain and suffering caused by electronic aggressions and Organized Stalking. See http://www.freedomfchs.com/repjimguestltr.pdf.

This type of terrorism could be considered the most serious threat to the American family. Every day we live this torture. Please pray for us. We need your help.

For all the above reasons, I request an investigation of this Complaint and that after an investigation has taken place, to proceed accordingly against those responsible for the criminal acts detailed in this Complaint. If more information or documentation is needed, I will be happy to oblige to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Jesus Mendoza Maldonado
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